
Chapter 1358 Want To Escape

Jared’s powerful astral fist rushed toward the sky. Sacred Light Fist was an attack that 
could split even the sky. It wasn’t just an ordinary technique anymore. It was a 
manifestation of unwavering will and supreme battle spirit.
When combined, the attack’s power was unparalleled. Boom! The explosion was so loud 
that it sounded as though the sky was cracking apart. The shockwave from that powerful
attack instantly splashed out in all directions.
“Bring everyone into the palace right now, Ms. Jingle!” Jared roared. He knew his battle 
against Tobias would create massive amounts of shockwaves, and he was afraid those 
shockwaves would be too much for the people of Crimson Palace to bear.
“Jared, I…” Staring anxiously at Jared, Cecilia was afraid he wouldn’t be able to defeat 
Tobias. She was aware of how powerful Tobias was. “Leave now! If you stay here, it’ll only
distract me. Leave far away!” Exasperation filled his eyes as he gazed at her.
When she saw that, she gritted her teeth and guided the people of Crimson Palace back 
into the building. All of them could only watch him battle against Tobias in the distance.
The two combatants’ initial attacks made the spot Jared was standing on covered in dust
and smoke, looking as though a sandstorm was raging.
Even the entire Crimson Palace shook as if it would crumble at any moment. The power 
generated from the battle between the two Martial Arts Marquis was too great.
Observing that, Jared jumped toward the mountain at the back. He wanted to lure 
Tobias away to prevent the battle from destroying Crimson Palace.
After all, not only was that place Cecilia’s hard work, but it was also the home of Crimson
Palace’s disciples. If it was destroyed, it couldn’t be rebuilt in a short amount of time.
“Trying to escape, are you?” Tobias sneered before following Jared.
In a flash, he appeared in front of Jared.
A cold and sinister aura emanated from his body.
Even Jared couldn’t stop a chill running down his spine.
Without saying another word, Tobias punched Jared violently.
That punch caused a thunderclap and the environment to change. It appeared as though
it was the end of the world.
As Millie and Cecilia stared at the terrifying scene at the mountain, their fists tightened 
as they were worried about him.



When Jared saw that, his body started to glow in gold. Golem Body’s power was brought
to its fullest extent while the Power of Dragons continued to spread out from his body. 
“Sacred Light Fist!”
The moment he swung his punch, an enormous amount of energy from his fist exploded
in an instant.
Boom!
When both combatants’ dominating aura clashed against each other, it created a 
thundering sound.
The entire mountain began to shake. Rocks were flying, and the land was trembling.
There was a person in black clothing sitting cross-legged inside a cave on the mountain. 
Charms were affixed all over the cave as though they were used to form an arcane array.
The sudden shaking of the mountain caused the rocks inside the cave to fall and the 
arcane array to break down.
The man in black frowned. “What’s going on outside? Has someone found me here?”
He stood up before instantly jumping out of the cave and hiding behind a giant rock.
The second he saw Jared, a look of surprise appeared in his eyes.
Currently, Jared appeared pretty wretched.
He looked disheveled, his body was covered in specks of dust, and there was blood at 
the edge of his mouth. Clearly, he was injured.
As for his legs, they were buried pretty deep into the ground.
Cracks were seen on the ground around his legs. It was a haunting sight.
“You may be powerful, but you’re not good enough! Kneel down now and die!” Tobias 
stared at his opponent coldly. Then he stepped forward before his body exploded with 
an even more ghastly aura.
It was mighty, immeasurable, and unparalleled.
Jared felt as though a mountain was pressing down on him, trying to make him kneel.
That overwhelming pressure was making him tremble.


